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substituted a collectivity finding safety in rules and records. The
profession of accountancy acquired a totally new importance;
and the invention of the typewriter1 was one of many mechanical
devices helping in the same general direction. Similar and
parallel changes invaded banking. Down to 1866 there were
still a large number of private banking firms; but the Overend
and Gurney failure gave a strong stimulus to their conversion
into limited liability companies. Already during the seventies
there was a marked tendency to amalgamate these into bigger
units, thereby reducing overhead costs and pooling resources
against emergency. Here too the change spelled progress for
forces which would not be denied. The type of bank evolved
was much safer for depositors, and it could lend on a scale
commensurate with that of company-owned business. Yet
the old factors of local knowledge and personal confidence in
character became correspondingly weakened. Advances and
overdrafts were determined more by formal rules and less
by individual judgement and responsibility. All this made it
harder for the innovator without capital to forge to the front
in industry, and gradually blunted the spear-point of indi-
vidualist initiative, which had hitherto opened the new ways
for England.2
A consequence of the company developments was the rise into
visible prominence of a rentier class. It had its beginnings some
decades earlier, when the advent of the railway companies had
widened the hitherto narrow field of interest-bearing investment*
Now it received even wider stimulus, and whole towns sprang
up to house the comfortable families of those who had retired
to 'live on their income'. Bournemouth practically dates from
1870, when the railway first reached it; it became a borough in
1890, Eastbourne started a little earlier; it was incorporated in
1883, In contrast with the higgledy-piggledy hidcousness of
Victorian industrial cities, these homes for the well-to-do were
the tardy harbingers in England of what is now called town-
 *	The first practicable one was patented in America in 1867. Taken over by the
Remington Company in 1873, ** soon crossed the Atlantic; though English busi-
ness was too conservative to adopt it generally till the nineties.
 *	It is perhaps not irrelevant to note, that down to the beginning of 1933 the
United States, which from x88o onwards more and more took Great Britain's place
as the torch-bearer in industry and the home of an individualism offering the freest
career to talent, retained in its banking system (for evil as well as good) a very
large number of small local personally conducted banks*

